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THE ABBOTS OF SHERBORNE.

~E have lately come across a fair amount of evidence

" about the dates of the Abbots of Sherborne in
Dorset Feet of Fines, in S. Osmund's Register

and elsewhere; this evidence shows that several of the
dates, which Hutchins gives in his History of Dorset,

are wrong; it gives us two Abbots of whom he knew
nothing. We also learn from the Itinerary of Henry 11.
that Hutchins makes three Abbots out of one. We
propose now to go through the list of Sherborne
Abbots from beginning to end, making such corrections as

are warranted by this new evidence.

About Abbot Thurstan we have nothing to say, nor
yet about Abbot Peter, but when we come to Abbot

Clement, part of whose monument still exists in the
Abbey Church, we meet with some difficulties. Hutchins

dates his accession 1163, and places after him, on

the evidence of two Charters of Henry H. which are

given in the Itinerary, two Abbots of Sherborne whose
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names are said to begin with the letters E and G. Now
both these Charters were given atWoodstock in September,

1165; it is therefore clear that the letters E and G are

really the same letter and that this letter is almost certainly

neither E nor G but C, that is to say that the Abbot

referred to is Clement in both cases. We are certain

that if these Charters were inspected what we suggest

would be found to be the case, and Eyton, who published

the Itinerary, is our authority for holding this view.

Thus three Abbots have been reduced to one. We learn

from the Register of S. Osmund that Clement quit-claimed

the Castle of Sherborne to the Bishop and Church of

Sarum eire. 1160. This interesting statement leads us to

think that. when Sherborne Castle was taken from Bishop

Roger in 1139, it was committed to the custody of the

Abbot of Sherborne; the point has never been suggested

before. We also learn from the same authority that there

was an Abbot Henry of Sherborne eire. 1165, when

Bishop Joscelin of Sarum (1142-1189) defined the

privileges of the Abbot of Sherborne, as a member of the

Sarum Chapter. Hutchins omits this Abbot altogether,

we propose to insert him in the list after Clement.

The next Abbot William of Stoke is dated by

Hutchins as being elected in 1189; he is mentioned in

Dorset Feet of Fines under the years 1201-2-3-5, and

he died in April, 1211. The office of Abbot was vacant

certainly till 1213, probably till 1215, during which time

King John drew the revenues. In 1213 or 1215 Abbot

Philip was chosen, but Hutchins gives the date as 1217;

he got this date, we think, from the Register of S. Osmund,
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which he knew to some extent, but the Register is not

precise as to the date, all that can be got from it is, that

eire. 1217 Abbot Philip undertook that no Abbot of

Sherborne should be enthroned except by the Bishop of

Sarum. Philip witnessed the third Great Charter of

liberties of Henry Ill. given at Westminster on the 11th
February, 1225 (Stubbs, Documents p. 345), and he also

appears in Dorset Feet of Fines under the years
1217-25-27. He was succeeded in 1227 by William of

Tewkesbury, who can have been Abbot for only a few

months, for in the same year or early in the next he was

succeeded by a second Abbot Henry, who in the 12th

year of Henry Ill. (1227-28) witnessed a charter of

Richard Poore, Bishop of Sarum, conferring burghal

privileges on the inhabitants of the Liberty of Newland

in Sherborne; we got a copy of this Charter out of the

Digby Estate Office a few years ago. Abbot Henry is

also mentioned in Dorset Feet of Fines under the same
year 1228 and again under 1235-6. He was present

according to the R.egister of S. Osmund in the Chapter

at Salisbury at the election of Bishop Bingham to that

See in 1228.

Henry was succeeded in 1245, not in 1246 as

Hutehins puts it, by Lawrence of Bradford, who was

elected on the 29th October of that year; it is easy

to account for Hutehins' mistake. Lawrence is

mentioned in Dorset Feet of Fines under 1248. In

1260, not 1261, which is the date according to Hutehins,

on the 28th October, John de Saundo was elected his

successor.
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In the 9th year of Edward 1. (1280-81) we find that
Abbot Robert succeeded John de Saundo, but. strange to

say, on the 25th April, 1286, a license was granted by

the King to the monks of Sherborne to choose an Abbot

on the cession, not. of Robert, but of John de Saundo!

Hutchins therefore infers that there had been some
irregularity in the election of Robert, but Edward I. was

not the man to allow an Abbot to hold office illegally

from 1281 to 1286. We do not pretend to have cleared

up this point.

In 1286 John of Stalbridge was elected, and the

temporalities of his office were restored in May of that
year. In the first edition of Hutchins his name is given
correctly as John, but in the Edition of 1870 we are told

that there is a doubt whether his name was John or
Hugh; that doubt was set at rest in 1902, when the

matrix of the personal seal of John of Stalbridge was
found in Sherborne; on it is clearly graven Johes de
Stapelbrigge. But, curiously enough, we have discovered
from the Dorset Feet of Fines, p. 213, that John of

Stalbridge was succeeded by an Abbot called Hugh in circ.

1290; this Abbot Hutchins, Edition 1870, would either
omit or confuse with his predecessor, whereas the First

Edition omits him altogether.

Hugh was succeeded in 1310 by John ot Thornford,

the licence to elect was issued on 1st May, the election
was confirmed on 19th May. In the year 1315 an
Inquest was held in Sherborne before the Abbot, John de

Bello Campo and William de Gurne concerning the
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defects in the Chapel and other buildings of Sherborne

Castle, which defects had existed since the time of the

earthquake, which took place in the 3rd year of Edward 1.

(1274-5). This earthquake therefore must have been a

really serious affair. [In my Short History of Sherborne
I have by mistake dated this Inquest 1316.1

Peter of Ramsbury succeeded John in 1316, license to

elect was issued on the 24th September and the election

was confirmed on the 20th October in that year. John of

Compton succeeded Peter in 1330, not in 1329 as·

Hutchins puts it j the temporalities were restored on the

2nd February, 1331.

John of Hinton succeeded in 1342 j license to elect

was issued on the 7th of December and the election

confirmed on the 26th December in that year.

John Frithe of Sherborne succeeded in 1349; his

election was confirmed on the 7th February and the

temporalities restored on the 16th February in that year.

He rebuilt the Cloisters of the Monastery. Edward

Goude succeeded him in 1374, not in 1371 as Hutchins

puts it. Robert Brunyng succeeded in 1385, not in 1386

as Hutchins put it. John Brunyng succeeded in 1414,

and occurs in Bishop Beauchamp's Register in 1435; he

was succeeded in 1436 by Abbot William Bradford, who

rebuilt the Choir of the Abbey Church. Bradford's

successor was Prior John Saunders, who was elected on

the 10th November, 1459; he rebuilt the Church of

Bradford Abbas. He was succeeded by Peter Ramsam,

who restored the Nave of the Abbey Church.
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The next Abbot was John Mere, who built the
conduit j he succeeded Ramsam in 1504 and resigned in

1535 with a pension £40 a year. His successor was

John Barnstaple, the last Abbot, whose election was

confirmed on the 31st May, 1535 j he surrendered the

Abbey into the hands of Henry VIII. on the 18th March,

1539, and became Rector of Stalbridge. He died in the

2nd year of Queen Elizabeth and left by will £ 1 to

Sherborne School (School Accounts, 1563).

It is evident that we must draw up a new list of

Abbots for the School Library.
W.B.W.

INEPTIAE VERNALES.

'Tis very nice to wag along
Damon, with nothing much to do,

But there are moments when the thong
Of Ate stings e'en me and you;

And such, when bright yon springtide field
Gleams with new chalk and pennons gay,

And comely dames descend to yield
Euryalus his longed-for bay;

When parasols and rustling silks excite
The latent virtue in each youthful knight.

But whilst the gods meander round
In blue and gold and spotless ducks,

And others filled with awe profound
Wonder how Heaven produced such bucks.

'While light-clad youth impatient cons
The card to find his coming heat,

Or ' mox rem tentaturus' dons
The spiky leath'rage of his feet.

vVe only (bitter to confess!)
Sit by and gaze in idleness.
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We only, perched upon a wall
Of rough-hewed Cyclopean stone,

Seeking in vain some pose at all
Commodious to the spinal bone,

Watch our fleet brethren twinkling by,
And think of what might be, and sigh!

FOOTBALL.

THIRD ROUND SENIOR.

233

BELL'S v. WILDMAN'S

This match was played on the' Third,' on Saturday, March
lOth. Bell's kicked off and went with such dash that, within
the first five minutes, they scored their first try through Scott.
The kick failed. Even play followed in which Bell's forwards
were superior, but keen tackling by \iVildman's kept them from
scoring until just prior to half time when May, opening up the
game, gave to Scott who scored a good try which Terry
converted. Half time: Bell's 8 points, \Vildman's nil. On
restarting, \Vildman's pressed, but fierce footwork by Bell's
relieved. Hope was then conspicuous with some neat kicking
but \Vildman's dribbling back scored a good try by Villar ii.
The kick was unsuccessful (8-3). Immediately following this
Hope kicked over the line, and Scott, following up, scored an
unconverted try (rr-3). From now till near the end play was
fairly even, Bell's losing several chances through the slippery
ball, and \Vildman's doing likewise through keeping the ball too
close. Fierce work followed, neither side sparing themselves,
until close on time Dow scored a good try which he failed to
convert. Thus Bell's was left victorious by I goal, 2 tries
(rr points) to 2 tries (6 points).

--:0:--

THREE COCK.

Although, before the game, everything pointed to an easy
win for the outhouses, so well did the School House play
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together that this year's Three Cock proved to be quite as hard a
game as usually takes place in this historic fixture. The House
were unfortunate in being without their Captain, G. L. Cole,
but with this exception, which to the losers meant a great deal,
both teams were at full strength. Parry-Jones won the toss and
played towards the National School end. The House forwards
started off with great dash and quickly brought play in the
home territory. Good passing among the School backs and a
good dribble by Scott put the School on the attack. Here the
quickness of the House halves alone saved a score, the School
forwards gaining possession only to have the ball smothered
after letting it out. At last however Carey drew the defence,
and after some good passing, Barrow drew Gill and enabled
Hope to score. Hornidge failed at the kick (3-0). By a series
of fierce rushes the House forwards brought the ball back and
enabled their side to press. Some passing right down the line
gained no ground for the House and play continued in midfield.
Shortly after this Barrow was nearly in after a good run, and a
certain score was stopped by some plucky tackling by Gill and
Plant. Parry-Jones and Scott then dribbled close to the line
but weak passing lost several chances. However, keeping up
the attack, the School scored through Carey, Hornidge failing
at an easy kick. Immediately following this came another score
which was the result of a brilliant piece of work by Carey who
all through was the mainstay of the School third line. Again
the kick failed and half time was called with the School leading
by 9 points to nil.

Scott restarted the game and the School forwards seemed
immediately to get better together. Several glimpses of those
fierce foot rushes, so characteristic of Sherborne forwards, were
seen and in this way a hot attack was made on the House line.
From a ' grovel' near the line Barrow receIved and went over
with a try which Bull converted (14--0). At this point Ley was
badly hurt and had to leave the field, May being pulled out of
the grovel to assist behind. In spite of plucky tackling and
saving by the House, in which Hodges was ubiquitous, the
School continued to press hard. Heeling neatly, the School
forwards gavp. the ball to their backs and Carey was almost in.
Scott then made a clever dribble but Gill saved and for a short
time the House pressed. Another rush by Carey and Hope
brought play to midfield and here several chances were thrown
away by the School. Continuing to heel well the outhouses
gave their backs many opportunities, and on one occasion May
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feinted through to the back, but Hornidge spoilt what se'emed
a certain try. However from a line out Parry-Jones opened up
the game and enabled Bennett i. to score a try. Bull again
converted (19-0). The School House were then unfortunate in
losing Hodges who had been doing a tremendous amount of
work. The House forwards again made a great effort to
improve matters, Crichton and Walter being seen to great
advantage, but the School attack was too much for them and
Carey scored another try, which was immediately followed
by 'no side.' The School thus won by 2 goals and 4 tries to
nil. For the second year in succession King's House
retains the cup. -

Like last year the whole game was fought right through with
the usual keenness and excellent spirit. The School House
undoubtedly desen'e highest praise for the fight they made,
especiallyJorward, where they seemed trained to the hour. Of
these Crichton and Waiter were noticable as doing the hour's
share of the 'tight' work, but Hempson also showed to
advantage. At half, Sanctuary was quick and plucky to a
degree, and at three-quarters, Hodges stands out in a class by
himself, ably aided by Plant, although the line as a line of three
quarters was quite outclassed by the School centres. For the
winners, all the forwards were good, everyone showing up well
on many occasions, and the heeling in the second half being
excellent. At half, Ley and Bennett were inclined to be selfish
to start with, but improved in the second half. Carey was as
usual a terror to hold and H ope too did good work; the' wings'
were perhaps somewhat dissapointing. As regards the full
back, Bull had but little to do, but he did that well; Gill was
excellent, he combined pluck and fearlessness with clever
judgement in kicking and to him is due, to a great extent, the
fact that the outhouses did not score more often.

Thus has another Three-Cock ended in the same sporting
spirit as it should. May the good feeling that has been shown
in this great event of late years ever continue.

The teams were as follows :

Three-Cock.
Back, W. R. Bull (King's); three-quarters, E. S. Hornidge

(Dunkin's), C. O'D. Carey (King's), P. P. Hope (Bell's), S. P.
Barrow (Dunkin's); halves, C. E. Ley (Dunkin's), 1\1. C.
Bennett (King's); forwards, O. Parry-Jones (King's), H. S.
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Scott (Bell's), W. E. Shaw (King's), H. G. May (Bell's), A. H.
Daniel (Dunkin's), S. C. Bennett (King's), J. U. Smith (King's),
J. E. Terry (Bell's).

Schoolhouse.
Back, E. E. Gill; three-quarters, D. G. Smith, R. M.

"Morrison, H. F. Plant, J. 1'. Hodges (captain); halves, C. T.
Sanctuary, D. S. Hooper; forwards, E. C. Crichton, W. G.
\Valter, G. O. Hempson, D. Lucas, H. R. Palmer, A. B. Duke,
S. F. Barnes, C. T. Tozer.

--:0:--

THE 'THREE-COCK.'

The following is a list of the winners of the Senior House,
Challenge Cup for Football: .

1873 School House (H. Whitehead, Captain)
1874- Town (E. Tanner)
1875 Town (G. E. Twynam)
1876 tWood's (C. Pink)
1877 School House (C. F. S. Sanctuary)
1878 School House (P. P. Phelps)
1879 Price's (J. J. Harries)
1880 "'Tancock's (F. W. Northey)
1881 School House (W. J. Harper)
1882 tWood's (E. W. Chi1cott)
1883 Price's (c. W. Dawson)
1884- Price's (H. H. W. Mayo)
1885 tWood's (A. G. Aldous)
1886 ttRhoades' (A. C. Broadbent)
1887 "'Wilson's (c. G. Jenkins)
1888 School House (S. How)
1889 School House (C. S. Baring-Gould)
1890 ttRhoades' (G. M. Carey)
1891 nRhoades' (G. M. Carey)
1892 ~'Wilson's (T. N. Atkinson)
1893 "Wilson's (C. H. Wigan)
1894- ~'Wilson's (J. E. Stevens)
1895 School House (G. W. Honnywill)
1896 School House (0. M. Wyke)
1897 ttHodgson's (I. G. Winch)
1898 School House (L. G. Sunderland)
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1899 "*Blanch's (C. F. Stanger-Leathes)
1900 School House (S. F. Hawley-Edwards)
1901 School House (H. B. Maser)
1902 School House (G. F. Greville)
1903 School House (A. H. Ross)
1904 School House (A. H. Ross)
1905 King's (0. Parry-Jones)
1906 King's (0. Parry-Jones)

tNow Wildman's. HNow King's. ·Now Dnnkin's. ··Now Bell's.

--:0:-

JUNIOR.

DUNKIN'S v. WILDlVIAN'S.

This match was played on the Lower with the utmost
keenness on both sides. Wildman's started off with a very
good dash, took the ball into Dunkin's twenty-five and pressed
hard, Hornidge i. however relievP-d, and a good dash by
Strangman brought the ball back to the half-way line. Then
Dow with a good kick succeeded in reaching touch well in
Dunkin's twenty-five, and VJildman's heeling, Dow obtained a
very good try. The kick failed (3-0). After this play settled
down on the half-way line, but ViIIar iii. with some good dash
brought the ball into Dunkin's twenty-five, Dow then scored
and converted with a good kick (8-0). Dunkin's now kept
the play in \Vildman's half, but, Symes and \Vildman i. took
the ball into Dunkin's twenty-five, soon after half-time was
called, leaving the score 8-0 in favour of \Vildman's.

On resuming play \Vildman's pressed and Dow nearly
succeeded in scoring, soon after \Vildman i. scored from a loose
grovel, the kick failed (11-0). Then Dunkin's, with some good
rushes headed by Powys and Strangman, pressed. Some
tough play ensued, \Vildman's forwards, however wheeled well
and headed by BarcIay brought the ball into Dunkin's half.
But Hornidge relieved with a splendid kick. After this
Dunkin's kept the ball in \Vildman's twenty-five and pressed
hard, after a good heel, Smith obtained an excellent try, the
kick failed (11-3). Soon after, time was called with Dunkin's
pressing. Leaving \Vildman's victorious II-3.

For the losers, Hornidge i., Barrow, Powys and Strangman
were best. For the winners, Dow,Symes, \Vildman i. and Cooper.
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The day on which this match was played, \Vednesday,
21st March, saw the Lower in fine condition, though somewhat
hard. The afternoon was bright and sunny with a moderately
strong wind blowing from the N.E. Wildman's, with Dunkin's
to help them, for the second time this season championed the
Out-houses against the Schoolhouse. Both sides were fully
represented and in splendid training. Winning the toss, the
School decided to play with their backs to the sun and the wind
against them. After the customary exchanges the House grovel,
which started wiih great vigour, rushed the ball into the School
twenty-five and kept their opponents on the defensive by repeated
dashes for the line, which were only frustrated by plucky work
on the part of the School halves. Temporary respite was at
length granted the grovels, who had so far been having all the
play to themselves, by Murrayattempting to place a goal from
a free kick awarded the House. The shot failed. From this
point onwards the School grovel began to show' their superior
weight, and in the numerous scrimmages, which comprised the
greater part of the rest of the first half of the game, nearly
always got the ball; nothing, however, was scored; so that when
the whistle blew for half-time, as the School were close to the
House line, both sides were in the position from which they
started.

On recommencing the School had the wind behind them
and at once manifested a confidence in their play, which had
been somewhat lacking in the previous half. The three·quarters
began to pass much better, and soon Hornidge ii. managed to
break away and dash over the line close to the posts. Symes
failed at the kick and the score was left at 3-0; but not for long,
however, for in a few minutes the School three-quarters brought
off by far the best bout of passing of the day, which was fittingly
rewarded by a try by Master, which Dow converted with a good
kick (8-0). After this there was no question as to what the
result of the match would be, and for the benefit of those still in
doubt Dow cleverly caught a cross kick from Hornidge i., who
afterwards converted the try, and scored between the posts (13-0).
The game was now drawing to a close. The House, however,
had nu intention of leaving the field without a further struggle
for victory and played up with fine dash that no one could
begrudge them the try which Bewes obtained for them after a
good run just before time. Nothing further was scored during
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the remaining few minutes of the game so that, since Murray
failed to convert the House try, the School were left winners
by 13-3.

At back the House had 'a saving clause' on more than
one occasion in Gill whose defence and kicking cannot be
praised too highly. The three-quarters, from whom great
things were expected, were not up to their usual form and
moreover crowded together throughout the game in a most
fatal manner. The punts of the two centres attained great
height but little distance. The halves were decidedly good,
though they might have made better use of their opportunities
to let the ball out. The rushes and packing of the somewhat
small grovel were excellent.

The School back and three-quarters were hardly as good
as they should have been. Albeit Hornidge i. and Barrow did
a lot of work for the side. At half Dow played a thoroughly
sound game, though he was somewhat slower than usual in
handling the ball. Cooper was a little wild. The forwards
were excellent from the first few minutes onwards, as also their
, wing-er' Hornidge ii. Everyone of them displayed great dash,
and Wildman i. on one occasion took the ball more than half
the length of the field in fine style and only failed to score
by unluckily kicking it outside-behind.

The winners were as a whole a much bigger and faster side
than their opponents who were not playing up to their best
form; and though they were not perfect in combination played
decidedly well on the whole. The game though unusually fast
was not for some reason as exciting to watch as it should have
been, partly perhaps because the outsides seemed to find the
ball hard to hold.

The teams were as follows:

House.
Gill, back; Smith, Morrison, Plant and Bewes, three

quarters; Sanctuary and Hooper, halves; Lucas, Duke,
Palmer, Barnes, Murray, Maunsell, King and Tozer, forwards.

School.
Futcher, back; Hornidge i., Barrow, Master and Hopkins,

three-quarters; Dow and Cooper, halves; Symes, \Vildman i.,
Powys, Strangman, Hornidge ii, Tullis, \Vildman ii. and
Barclay forwards.
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1884
1885
1886
1887
r888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

Price's
\Vood's
Rhoades'
WlOades'
Price's
Wilson's
\Vilson's
\Vilson's
Wilson's
School House
\Vilson's
Hodgson's

1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
19°1
19°2
19°3
19°4
19°5
1906

School House
Dayboys and \Vildman's
School House
School House
School House
Wilson's
School House
Wilson's
King's
King's
\Vildman's

THE FOOTBALL SEASON, 1905-6.

Another season has passed by, memorable in the larger
football world for the visit of the almost all-conquering' All.
Blacks' to British shores. Here, in little Sherborne, where
perhaps our own doings loom larger than all the rest beside, how
have we fared? The School XV. (to take the most important
matter first) has worthily maintained our tradition for sound
and keen play, while their record is really far better than appears
on paper with five wins and !'ix defeats, since at least three of
the latter, Fortune, which proved none too kind, might easily
have converted into victories. Ably led by Cole, the XV. beat
Llandovery College (13-3) and Clifton College (n-3), and were
perhaps seen at their best when they drew with the strong
Clifton Club after a tremendous struggle. St. Paul's managed
to beat us (8-4-) for the first time since 1897 by a narrow margin,
and Tonbridge, who were even stronger than usual, scored
13 points to 3. To our forwards again belong the chief praise.
With the exception of a scratch side early in the season, they
beat every pack opposed to them, and must be classed equal to
last year's formidable eight, or, in fact, to any the School has
turned out in our memory. The outsides were deficient in pace
(the old story!) and originality, but no more eloquent tribute
can be paid to their sterling defence than the simple fact that no
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opponents (with the one above-mentioned exception) scored
more than 13 points against them. All praise to the persever
ance and pluck of this XV.-and a regretful farewell.

The House matches have been at least up to the excellent
standard of recent years. If there have been the same faults as
formerly in the Junior matches, there has been almost more
evidence of the usual merit. The keen coaching of House
Captains-keener than ever this year-has, however, this one
danger: it rather tends to make the play of the Juniors mechani
cal, the individual is sacrificed to combination, and the brilliant
performer is becoming more and more a ' rara avis.' But this is
not peculiar to Sherborne football, it is the main cause of the
deterioration of English football, in which dashing enterprise
has been sacrificed to an unsuccessful imitation of Welsh
methods. Let us continue to make a stand against this in
Sherborne: away with the indiscriminate heeling, which produces
that degenerate forward, the one-legged scraper, and that indis
criminate passing which destroys all originality and independence
in outside play. Combination, as much as you like, but not at the
expense of freedom and fire. Perhaps the House, which in Junior
matches shewed less trace of this servility (none was badly tainted
by it) than any other was \Vildman's, and to them this year must
be awarded the palm. Superior to the other Houses in neither
the skill nor the material of their sides, this House possessed
that indescribable quality, that intangible something which defies
analysis and produces, as it has always produced in every strife
-real or mimic-great results.

But all the Houses responded most gamely to the strenuous
efforts of their Captains. House football could not be more
energetic, it could hardly be better, it is doing what is required
of it in discovering, encouraging and working up youthful talent
for future years.

In both the' below-colours' competitions, \Vildman's came
first, followed by Dunkin's, King's, and Bell's, and, for both
Cups, the School House was defeated after a gallant fight, by
not many points.

King's was easily the most powerful House in Senior
matches, and was assisted by Dunkin's and Bell's to win the
, Three-Cock' for the second year in succession by 22 points to
nil. . Over-weighted and out-paced, the' House' XV., who were
unfortunately without their Captain, offered a most plucky
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resistance, and the match, though one-sided, was full of interest
till the whistle blew.

Time is bearing away many of our best before another
season begins, but, braced by the example they have set of grit
and keenness, we await the future without misgivings.

CHARACTERS OF THE XV.

G. L. COLE (1903-4-5-6). A most keen Captain, whose
anxiety for the success of his side probably militated
as so often happens-against the success of his own play.
Played very well during- the first part of the season, falling off a
little later in attack. Neat in all his play, he frequently saved
his forwards by fine screw kicking into touch.

H. S. SCOTT (1903-4-5-6). A powerful and dashing forward,
who, if he will conquer an inclination to winging and high
tackling, should become quite first class. Had much to do
with the excellence of the forwards. Gained more than one try
by sensational play

O. PARRY-laNES (1903-4-5-6). Led the forwards-and very
finely too. Never sparing himself, he got the best out of all
the others. Always on the ball and often prominent in a neat,
close dribble. A good collar.

C. O'D. CAREY (1904-5-6). A strong and dashing, rather
than clever and fast centre. With more tricks would be very
hard to stop. Must learn to kick with both feet. Tackles and
stops rushes splendidly.

W. E. SHAW (1904-5-6). A strong and heavy forward, who
by great perseverance has improved himself much in open play.
Always a very honest worker in tight scrimmages.
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E. F. RAWLINS (1904-5-6). A light three-quarter, who
possessed the exactly opposite qualities of his companion in the
centre. Very neat and clever, and a fine kick, but occasionally
weak in defence and rather easily brushed aside.

C. N. JAMES (1905-6). A quondam full back, who took up
forward play with considerable success. Always plays his
hardest in the tight and open. Follows up and collars well. A
very fair place-kick.

C. A. BROWN (1905-6). Plays a hard and vigorous game,
but has hardly been as dangerous as might be expected from
his weight and pace. Should develop into a really fine player.

H. G. MAY (1905-6). A light and clever forward who
dribbles very closely and at fair pace. Brought off some good
tackles.

H. B. CARRINGTON (1905-6). A wing three-quarter, whose
inability to start quickly impaired his utility. On a dry ground
his pace made him often most dangerous. Improved much in
defence, but is still uncertain in kicking.

J. F. HODGES (1905-6). Came on com;iderably as the
season went on, but is still weak in all the finer parts of the
three-quarter game. Must learn to kick more and with either
foot. A most plucky and effective tackler, and saves fearlessly.

E. C. CRICHTON (1905-6). A strong and willing forward,
who always goes his hardest. Invaluable in tight scrimmages,
and improved somewhat in open play, but needs to be neater
and faster.

P. P. HOPR (1905.6). Filled the place of full-back with
considerable success, especially in the School matches, but fell
off towards the end of the season. Fields well and kicks with
judgement, but his tackling is decidedly weak. He must learn
to prefer safety to brilliancy.

W. G. VVALTER (1905-6). A heavy and usefulforward who
improved considerably in all round play. \Vith more fire and
determination, will be a really fine player another season.

C. E. LEY (1905-6). A light and very plucky half whose
defensive play is quite admirable. Though improved in attack,
he has still much to learn in this difficult position. Should kick
more to save his forwards.
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GLEE COMPETITION.

[APRIL,

Soprano

Alto
Tenor
Bass

On Saturday, March 31St, the Glee Competition was judged
by Dr. MacNaught at 9-15 p.m. The part song chosen as test
was Louis Emanuel's' Gentle winds around her hover,' a simple
composition in a flat key, but a severe test oftrue sin~ing. Four
choirs competed, of which the two best dispensed with the
customary conductor. The marks were awarded as follows:-

M aXi11Zlt11Z 60
Dunkin's... 49
Schoolhouse L-Z 45
King's 43
Schoolhouse A-K 39

Dunkin's were represented by.
Tuke )
Brook r
Warner
Trevor
Smith ma.

Dr. MacNaught also listened to the practice of the choruses
of the Elijah on Sunday, April 1st, and spoke a few words to
the oratorio choir.

SCHOOL NEWS.

On Saturday, 31St March, Mr. Hudson gave a lecture on
Art, illustrated by excellent lantern-slides. After a sketch dealing
with art up to the time of the Renaissance, he threw on the
screen many examples illustrating the work of many Schools
in many countries leading up to the modern English painters
which formed his final point.

The following were awarded their 2nd XV. Colours after
the Three-Cock Match: J. U. Smith, E. S. Hornidge, S. P.
Barrow, J. W. Terry, W. Dow, C. T. Sanctuary, M. C.
Bennett, E. E. Gill, H. F. Plant, R. J. M. Morrison, W. R.
Bull.
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O.S. NEWS.
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The following O.S. have been playing football:
(Northumberland

C. F. Stanger-Leathes, {North v. South

}
Cumberland

L. G. Horsfall, North v. South
R. R. Adamson, Durham
E. F. Rawlins, Rosslyn Park (A)
C. N. James, Blackheath (A)
E. G. Venning, 'B k h' \U d
G H Sh (er SIre "an erers. . arpe, )

At Oxford:

J
E·HF . Bfond, t Merton College
. om ray, )

J. H. Knox, Brasenose College

At Cambridge:
F. H. Robinson, )
E. C. Douglas, ~ Queen's College.
H. G. Rutherfurd, )
E. W. H. Stewart,)
B. S. Holmes, Sidney Sussex College
C. F. Mayes,
W. E. Adamson, Trinity College
A. M. Greathead, Clare College
L. Powys, Corpus Christi College
J. Greathead, Christ's College

LITERARY.

, The Financier' a novel by J. B. H arris Burialld.
'The Customs Laws' by N. J. High1llore, Solicitor for

H.M. Customs.

ATHLETIC.

H. M. Goldsmith (Jesus) rowed in the Cambridge boat.
R. W. L. Oke (Corpus) represented Cambridge in the

Heavy Weight Boxing competition against Oxford.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

F. R. Upcott, Chairman of the Indian Railway Board, has
been appointed a Knight Commander of the Royal Victorian
Order.

R. Pattison MUlr has been elected a member of the
Committee of the Cambridge University Union Society.

Alex. Keith Carlyon, Barrister-at-Law, has been appointed
Sheriff of Middlesex.

C. A. S. Ridout, M.S., M.B. (Lond.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.) has been
appointed Honorary Pathologist to the Royal Portsmouth
Hospital.

Capt. P. Lonsdale, E. Lane. Regiment has been appointed to
an Assistant Residentship in Northern Nigeria.

Major J. B. W. Buchanan, M.B., R.A.M.C. has been promoted
Lieut.-Colonel.

A. \"1. Upcott (Exeter College, Oxon.) has taken the degree
ofD.D.

MARRIAGES.

Henry ComlOp (son of Newell Connop, Chumleigh, Devon,
born 1866; (S.H.), left 1885) to Margaret Joseph.

~bituar}1.

CHARLES JAMES JOHNSTON, son of
Lieut.-Col. C. Johnston, Arnwood Towers,
Lymington, Hants, born 1863: (Tancock's):
left 1879.
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OXFORD LETTER.

247

Dear Mr. Editor,

Hilary Term is over, and there is joy in the land. When
you come to our towers and domes you will realise the resem
blance between Oxford in the Hilary Term and a hot crumpet
squab, oozy and clammy-Hilary Term with its fogs, and mud,
and chilly blasts and Honour Mods-but Mr. Editor, you will
realise that there is nothing more supremely topping than a
hot crumpet-except Oxford.

The Summer Term is near. Amaryllis is coming up for
Eights Week.

(' Oh ! the nut-brown tresses nodding interlaced! ')

We will take a tea-basket, and a copy of The Roadmender, and
the cushion we won in a surreptitious raffle at Sherborne and
lie in a punt,

'moored to the cool bank in the summer heats
'mid wide grass meadows which the sunshine fills,
and watch the warm green-muffled Cumnor hills'

But seriously Mr. Editor, though our pen runs lightly,
our heart is full of irrepressible reproaches: our Alma Mater
is no longer doing her duty to her sons. All the great leaders
of our Education in our great Public Schools-Arnold and
Temple and Harper-have acknowledged that the Easter Term
exists solely for the purpose of disseminating mumps and
measles in young England. Tell it not in Gath! The most
prominent of Oxford Shirburnians has this Term had mumps.
He should have been reading for schools. \Ve have whispered
the news in ashamed corners,

'and the Graces held aloof to hide their blushes'

lest it be noised abroad that Sherborne is no longer to be
accounted a great Public School. And yet another woe! \Ve
hear that a Shirburnian has just blown a second blast on his
benevolent trumpet before the walls of Merton College, but
many oxen have come against him, and they have ploughed
furrows on his back-and this though he has been training on
egl{s since]anuary !
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For the rest, we have been busy with golf and Honour
Mods: we heartily congratulate F. V. Merriman on his success
at the House. He will have the pleasure of living beneath a
roof which has sent you several of your most brilliant and
popular masters in the last few years. We shall expect to hear
that he has accomplished the feat of running round Tom Quad
while the clock is striking twelve.

A. H. Ross has been missed greatly at Merton this term.
We hope he will return like a giant refreshed, for the joys of
cricket and summer. Some of us intend to go over and see
the result of Mr. Parker's efforts at Warwick. It is stated on
good authority that the cba.telaine of a well-known seat in the
neighbourhood has offered to represent Lady Godiva. Her
dress, which will be correct in every detail, has been specially
copied from a pre-historic tapestry by a famous firm of
costumiers. In fact for the Oxonian all is joy.

, Of pleasures there are many, and of troubles there are none,
and the culminating pleasure

that we treasure beyond measure
Is the gratifying feeling that our duty now is done.'

OXONIENSIS.

CAMBRIDGE LETTER.

Dear Mr. Editor,

The term has been a quiet one as regards the doings of
O.SS. \V. Adamson arranged a match between a Trinity team
and an O.SS. team. Unfortunately very few Shirburnians
could play, and in spite of the efforts of those who did, and of
the various schools and colleges which assisted us, the game
ended in a win for Trinity.

Muir has continued to speak with success at the Union,
and with increased confidence and practise has improved
considerably.
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At any time it is a great thing to possess a rowing' Blue'
and we are especially proud that Goldsmith has won his place in
the eight, in a year which promises to be phenomenal.

There has been no Old Shirburnian Dinner or Smoking
Concert this term. Everyone seems to have come under the
spell of Tripos or M.B.

The Lents ended in 1st Trinity being Head of the River
again. With one exception Shirburnians do not seem to take
kindly to the River. Perhaps this statement is unfair. We
hear that Johnstone of Magdalene for a while, in the capacity
of cox, negotiated the tortuous intricacies of the Long Reach in ar.
entirely original and novel manner. \Ve were sorry to see
that Oke failed to pull off the Boxing, in his weight, this year.

Your
CAMBRIDGE CORRESPONDENT.

SOPHISTS.

On March 17th a debate was held In the School House
Reading Room.

G. GROVE proposed' that in the opinion of this house no
person otherwise qualified to vote in Parliamentary elections
should be disqualified on the ground of sex.' He said that
taxation without representation was slavery. He quoted the
prominence of women in many professions and the success of
their voting in Australia. Quotations from Mill and the
Pentateuch brought him to his final point, that all opposition
was prejudiced.

E. V. RAE opposed. vVoman is mentally inferior to man,
and is misled by details. He offered the proposition a
dilemma, as to the inclusion of married women. He deprecated
the neglect of the home, and doubted whether women really
wanted a vote. Women do not bear arms, and their opinions
on peace and war would be worthless. \Vomen would demand
seats in the House.
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K. HUNNYBUN was barely averted by the Chair from
plunging into a slashing tirade against the Shirbllrnian. On
being persuaded to deal with the motion before the house, he
would venture to support the proposition. He denied the
incompetence of women, and complained of the lack of gallantry
of his opponents. He obliged with a reading from Fawcett.

J. Lu: WARNER founded doctrines on Roman History
which were ruthlessly dissected by a later speaker. He vied
with G. Grove in scriptural allusion, but the Chair interposed.
He then launched forth into his sonorous and characteristic
periods, and his final appeal to the shades of the heroic dead
evoked well merited applause. This speech was directed against
Female Suffrage.

H. T. BEWES reasserted the injustice of the system by
which any of the legal qualifications was sufficient to give a
man a vote, though all of them would not do the same for a
woman. He looked forward to the day when the Franchise
should settle the relations of the sexes.

J. R. POWELL feared that political discussion would lead
women to neglect the home. He insisted on their physical
inferiority, and condemned those who speak on the public
platform.

C. KING explained which side he should take in terms
which to his audience were somewhat cryptic. He detected an
inconsistency between Rae's remark that woman attended to
details, and that woman could not understand the intricacies of
a problem. He explained to a sceptic among his hearers that
details and intricacies are the same. He discharged his bolts at
Rae and Lee Warner, barbed with sarcasm, and held up to us
many types of noble womanhood, with especial Insistence on
Carmen Sylva, Lady Macbeth, and Clytemnestra.

F. V. MERRIMAN tried to show that the franchise of women
was undesirable, whether women were inferior, equal, or
superior to men, intellectually. He drew a lurid picture of
government by the rampant female, of whom he said Clytem
nestra would serve as a type. Some of the details of this
picture were so far-fetched that we suppose they must have been
intended for humour, though the audience were mostly unaware
of it.
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THE REV. Vol. J. BENSLY confessed that he was not con
vinced by the instances C. King had quoted, of a second-rate
poet and two criminal delinquents. The efficiency would be
impaired by increasing the number of voters, and especially by
giving votes to women. The motion suggested that unmarried
women were to have votes which would be denied to married
women, a principle which he entirely condemned. He censured
the behaviour of women at the last election.

E. BRINE shewed that men were as frivolous and more
degraded than women.

H. P. THoMPsoN vacated the chair owing to the dismal
lack of speakers. The question of female intelligence is beside
the point, as it is not considered in the case of men. The
admission of women would produce in the national mind the
hesitating dilletantism of Mr. Balfour, and the country was not
ripe for it yet.

E. V. RAE defended himself against C. King's attacks, and
shewed that K. Hunnybun had not answered his dilemma.

G. GROVE began by abusing his opponent, a style of
oratory which we thought had happily died out. He defended
Lady Macbeth and Clytemnestra, and answered objections put
forward during the evening.

The motion was lost by 15 to IQ votes.

MUSICAL SOCIETY.

A short account of the Christmas Concert must suffice, for
Christmas is long past, and yet to omit all account of it would
be unfair, seeing that the Concert was one of the most ambitious
efforts ever made by the Musical Society. The account was
omitted in the last number of The Slzirburiall owing to some
misunderstanding between the Editor and 'our usual corre
spondent '; it was not omitted for any sinister reason. Perhaps
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'our usual correspondent' may be allowed to say that he is not
capable of writing an account of these concerts from the point
of view of the musical expert and he does not attempt this. Nor
again does he comment on them from the point of view of the
'man in the street' (he does not say the' boy in the gallery'),
who, generally speaking, does not rise much above Offenbach.
He simply writes as the uninstructed amateur who prefers what
the experts call good music to music which is bad or at any
rate thin and innutritious. He is inclined to ask with some
asperity why well-dressed men and women in the body of the
room cannot understand that it is an offence to talk when
music-worthy to be called music at all-is being performed.
The conversational pitch of the voice interferes with and makes
a discord with the pitch of the music, and in Sherborne we
ought to have enough taste to suppress this objectionable
practice. The practice is not found any longer in a good
London concert room and it should be unknown in the School
room. When the choir was singing the difficult and ambitious
music of Stanford's ' Revenge' there was constant chatter in some
parts of the room and the music was much spoiled thereby.
As to the choir it seems ungracious to name defects when
trebles and basses sang so well the manly invigorating choruses
of the' Revenge,' but the tenors were sometimes left high and
dry: it was inevitable. Vife are glad that Mr. Hodgson
can point to Villiers Stanford's 'Revenge' among the spoils
captured by his choir: they evidently enjoyed singing it and it
is hard to listen without pleasure when this is the case.

The 'Revenge' went down gloriously and truimphantly after
thirty-five minutes of a most creditable exhibition, and then we
had three movements of Haydn's Surprise Symphony capitally
played. Mendelssohn's Double Quartet, 'For He shall give
His Angels' came next. It is unaccompanied and trying for
young voices, some of which may be near cracking, but the
singing was quite in tune and full of feeling.

The Christmas Carol was good, but the trio was not
quite so like an angel-quire as usual. Mr. Bullock's name was
down for a song but he did not appear, and the Concert proceeded
with selections from the incidental music to R. Beaucaire.
Herein popularity was at last reached in full measure, and
people began to think the good time long delayed was come:
the band was rewarded with an encore for its efforts in the
final march.
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Programme:

SYMPHONY ...

DOUBLE QUARTET

The ShirburlZialZ.

• THE REVENGE.'

A BaIlad of the Fleet, by

ALFRED, LORD TENNYSON,
Set to Music by

C. VILLIERS STANFORD.

, The Surprise'

i. Andante.
n. Menuetto e Trio.
Ill. Allegro di Molto.

253

Hayd1Z.

AImdelssohlZ.

(Symonds, Sanctuary mi.. McClelIan, Mayes, Tuke, Warner,
Bradford, Forrest, Cronshaw, Merriman ma., Bull, May,

Mr. Dayis and Mr. Moore.)

SOLEMN CAROL FOR CHRISTMASTIDE

SELECTION (from incidental Musicto Robert Beaucaire)

I. Intermezzo.
n. Leit Motif.
Ill. Gavotte.
IV. Chant des Voyageurs.
v. Marche.

CARMEN ...

GOD SAVE THE KING.

ff·R.
l.L.N.P.

F. Rose.

{
E.M.y.
L.N.P.

Illstructor of Orchestra
Orgallist alld Ilt the Pialzo

Conductor

Mr. C. Regan.
Mr. A. F. Tester.

.. Mr. C. H. Hodgson.
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ENTERTAINMENT.

[APRIL,

School House.
Wildman's.
Dunkin's.

On 'Wednesday, April 4th, Mr. Douglas Beaufort gave a
comic entertainment in the Big Schoolroom. He opened with
conjuring tricks, using cards, shillings, candle-ends, sealed
envelopes, and all the usual paraphernalia of modern magic.
He introduced the well known joke about 'the hole in your
hat, sir.' Conjuring was followed by songs, among which
, When I was a boy at School' turned up, and 'Goodnight my
sweet.' Finally ventriloquism. emphatical1y of the sort called
'fun without vulgarity,' brought to its close a.n entertainment,
which, to judge from the enthusiasm of the audience, was an
unqualified success.

CORPS NOTES.

The following have passed the Sergeant's Examination:-
Pte. Thompson 95
Pte. Bensly 92
Pte. Kidner ... 83
Lance-Corpl. King 81
Lance-Corpl. Duvall 76
Pte. Lee-Warner 64
Lance-Corpl. Murray 55

The House Shooting Cup has been won by the School
House, No. 2 Section.

Sergt. Maunsell.
Pte. Foley.

The competition was very close, there being three ties
for the first place. The following result was then obtained by
the shoot off:-

First
Second
Third
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The Corps went to the Aldershot Field Day, on March
22nd, about 100 strong. An account of this appears elsewhere.

The following have obtained their Signalling Badges:

Sergt. Wildman ma.
Lance-CorpI. Staley.
Lance-CorpI. Wildman mi.
Pte. Villar ma.

We may add that the Signallers proved of much use at the
Field Day, and were especially noticed.

Much keenness has been shewn in competing for the prize
offered by Sergt. Lucas for the best score made in the Morris
Tube Range during the whole term; the prize has been won
by Pte. Foley on the shoot off.

The Band has shewn great improvement this term under
the able supervision of Sergt. Plant; the improvement in the
bugles is especially noticeable.

The result of the Drill Competition stand as follows:-

Drill.
Colour-Sergt. Drewe's Section Ist-390.
Sergt. Lucas' Section 2nd-345.
Sergt. Maunsell's Section 3rd-340'

Musketry.

Colour-Sergt. Drewe's Section 1st-27°.
Sergt. Maunsell's Section 2nd-26o.
Sergt. Lucas' 3rd-255'
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FIELD DAY.

[APRIL,

On Thursday, March 22nd, the Corps took part in the
Public Schools' Field-day at Aldershot. We fell in, one
hundred strong, at 7.35, and marched with all the pomp of war
down tu the station, where a special train received us, and
carried us swiftly to North Camp, Aldershot. The day was
very fine, but cold, with a fresh east wind blowing. After
detraining, and receiving our supplies of ammunition, we were
marched to Tunnel Hill, where our battalion was to assemble,
and found ourselves the first to reach the rendezvous. We
formed part of the 2nd Battalion of the Blue force, commanded
by Col. Scott-Kerr, D.S.O. According to the General's idea of
the day's operations, Blue were ordered to hold the line of the
familiar Fox Hills against Red's advance from Pirbright;
our Commanding Officer, knowing that his right flank was the
more vulnerable, proposed to hold this with his main force, and
to occupy the hills on his left with a weaker. line, which, if
pressed, should fall back on a naturally entrenched road running
behind the crest of the hills. To Sherborne was allotted the
defence of the extreme left flank. At 12.30 we marched out to
our position, and, extending, found ourselves upon the brow
of a steep hill, commanding a wide view of the plain over
which the enemy must advance; on our left was a road,
between high banks, and beyond, broken ground extending to
the railway, which tormed the limit of operations. Here, for
the best part of an hour, we lay, intent to discern the least sign
of the approaching foe. Behind, the signallers (who did noble
service throughout the battle), heroically wagged their flags.
Suddenly on the left there was a rush and a banging of rifles.
The enemy's cavalry scouts had made a dash up the road, but,
met by a withering fire, had retired even more hastily, leaving
(no doubt) many dead upon the ground. Now too our scouts
on the right, whose Boer-like crawlings through the heather
roused the admiration and envy of all beholders, brought back
news of troops advancing through the belt of trees that bounded
the far side of the plain. Soon these appeared, by twos and
threes approaching our line far to the right. They received a
generous tribute of bullets from the whole line, for, however
impossible the range, they were the only enemy in sight.
Shortly afterwards a small body of Reds appeared to our left,
seeking to outflank us beyond the road, and the left of our line
moved over to deal with them. The firing away to the right
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grew heavy, our two guns joined in, and more troops appeared
through the distant belt of trees; a hot attack seemed about to
develope, when we were ordered to fall back, in order to
protect our flank, and to take up our entrenched position upon
the road. During the retirement some of our signallers, whose
zeal for their country's service precluded all thoughts of
personal safety, fell into the enemy's hands. Hardly was our
retirement to the road accomplished, and the flank attack
beaten off, when the enemy began to appear in force over the
edge of the hill before us. The crisis had come. We blazed
away with ever increasing fury, and the enemy replied with
equal vigour. Between the combatants rode the umpires,
heedless of the carnage, and after fifteen minutes, sounded the
cease-fire, and declared it impossible to decide which had won.
Then followed much struggling with rifles and pull-throughs,
the march back to Great Bottom Flash, and a rich feast of
pork-pies and cake. Several bands discoursed music for us,
until the time came to fall in, and march back to the station,
whence our special train ran us home, weary but well
satisfied, after a very successful day's work.

FIVES COURTS' IMPROVEMENT FUND.

Mr. G. M. Carey acknowledges with many thanks the
following further Subscriptions to the above Fund from Old
Shirburnians and friends of the School.

£ s. d.
Amount already received 45 3 0

F. C. S. Carey 2 2 0

J. M. Fletcher OIa 0

P. E. Rebbeck o 10 0

J. H. Knox o 10 0

Rev. W. \V. Poole Hughes 10 10 0

H. Neve ... I I 0

J. Homfray ... 2 0 0
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10 0 0

5 0 0

I I 0

3 3 0

3 3 0

3 0 0

o 10 0

o 10 0

2 2 0

I 0

I 0 0

I 0 0

I 0 0

I 0 0

I I 0

I I 0

I I 0

I 0 0

I 0 0

I 0 0

2 2 0

5 0 0

2 2 0

I I 0
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R. R. Adamson }... 5 5 0

W. Adamson
Anonymous ... 3 0 0

E. F. Bond I 0 0

Rev. A. Cattley 2 2 0

S. H. Bratby I I 0

F. Egers 2 0 0

J. Heyn '" I I 0

R. C. May I 0

W. T. Pott
C. A. Cochrane
T. A. Bell
H. G. Shaw .. ,
Rev. Canon Tancock
Dr. J. F. L. Whittingdale
F. C. Legge
Rev. M. S. Douglas
R. St. John Ainslie
A. W. F. Rutty
J. F. Cunningham, F.R.C.S•• ,.

J. M. Horsfall
H. F. Honnywill ...
G. W. Honnywill
C. G. Bond
E. H. Oldham
S. H. Langton
J. Milligan
H. R. Dean
Rev. E. J. Nelson
E. R. Birks
H. V. Fletcher (2nd donation)
C.E.Derry ...
Major W. Elton
E. Dixon
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April 2.

l\larch 28.
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£ s. d.
M. Nairn ° °
C. D. Baker )
A. E. Baker f 5 5 °
H. E. Baker
Rev. A. Field 3 3 °

FIELD SOCIETY.

The following- finds have been registered up to date:

March 22. Thrush's nest.
Missel-thrush's nest.

March 25. Fieldfares still here.
Longtailed Tit's nest.
Oxslip in flower.
\Vheatear and Stonechat seen.

:March 26. Chiffchaff seen.
Robin's nest.
Young- Blackbirds in nest.
Stitch \\'ort in flower.
Chaffinch's nest.
Swallows and Sanumartins seen.

CORRESPOI\DEKCE.

To the Editor of The Shir~II/11iuJl.

Sir,
Though It IS now late in the term may I ask you to mention in your

periodical that the Library is open to those who desire to • take out' books
from II to 11-15 on Saturday mornings? Up till last Sunday-and I
think up to to-day-not a single book has been taken out by other
than the' privileged' persons. It surely must he a very unthankful task
for the Librarians to wait Saturday after Saturday for-nobody. I may
say I am not a Librarian.

I remain, dear Sir,
Your obedient servant,

'BOOKLOVER.'
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We acknowledge with thanks the receipt of copies of the
following :-Blundellian, Bradfield College Magazine, Carthusian,
Cliftonian, Dolphin, Dovorian, Felstedian, Haileyburian, Lancing
College Magazine, Lorettonian, Llandovery School Journal, Marcian,
Marlburian, Malvernian, Mill Hill Magazine, Ousel, Tonbridgian,
Wellingtonian, Wycombe Abbey Gazette.

School House (a); Wildman's (b); Dunkin's (c);
Bell's (d); King's (f).
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